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Abstract
We classify controlled blocks, introduced by Alperin and Broué in 1979 for all quasisimple groups G
for odd primes. The results imply that every nilpotent block of G has abelian defect groups, which in turn
is one of the main results proved in An and Eaton (2011) [6]. We also give an explicit characterization of
non-controlled blocks of all quasisimple groups G for odd primes. This implies the block theoretic analogue
of Glauberman’s ZJ -theorem for G proved by Kessar, Linckelmann and Robinson (2002) [18].
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1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and k an algebraically closed field of odd characteristic p. A block
B of kG with a Sylow B-subgroup (D,bD) is said to be controlled if whenever (Q,bQ) 
(D,bD) and (Q,bQ)g  (D,bD) there exist c ∈ CG(Q) and h ∈ NG(D,bD) such that g = ch,
where NG(D,bD) is the stabilizer of bD under conjugation in NG(D). Controlled blocks were
introduced by Alperin and Broué [1] in 1979 and it is well known that a nilpotent block or a block
with an abelian or trivial intersection defect group is controlled. It turns out that these blocks are
precisely the controlled blocks if G is a finite quasisimple group and p  7.
We obtained explicit characterizations of controlled blocks of quasisimple groups for odd
primes.
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D a defect group of B . Then B is controlled if and only if one of the following holds.
(a) D is abelian or a nonabelian trivial intersection subgroup of G. In the latter case, G =
SU3(pm)/Z for some Z Z(SU3(pm)), or G= 2G2(32m+1) with p = 3, D ∈ Sylp(G) or
(G,D) ∈ {(McL,51+2+ ), (3McL,51+2+ ), (J4,111+2+ )}.
(b) p = 3, G = SLη(3d, q), D = 31+2+ and B is covered by a block BH = E3(H, (s)), where
H = GLη(3d, q) containing G, η is a sign, q is a power of a prime such that 3 | (q − η) but
32  (q −η), gcd(6, d)= 1 and s is a primitive semisimple 3′-element of H such that dΓ = d
for a unique irreducible polynomial Γ over Fq .
(c) p = 3, G = G2(q), D = 31+2+ and B is the principal block, where q is a power of a prime
such that 3 | (q − ) but 32  (q − ) for some sign .
(d) The pair (G/Z0,D) lies in the set {(3M22,31+2+ ), (J2,31+2+ ), (J3,32.31+2+ ), (3J3,3.32.31+2+ ),
(Co3,51+2+ ), (Co2,51+2+ ), (Co1,31+2+ ), (HS,51+2+ ), (3Suz,31+2+ ), (3O ′N,31+2+ ), (3O ′N,
31+4+ ), (3Fi′24,3
1+2+ ), (3A6,31+2+ ), (3A7,31+2+ ), (SL3(4),31+2+ ), (G2(4),31+2+ )}, where
Z0 =O2(Z(G)).
If B is a nilpotent block, then B is controlled and (B) = 1, where (B) is the number of
irreducible Brauer characters of B . Thus Theorem 1.1 implies that every nilpotent p-block of
quasisimple groups with p odd has abelian defect groups. This is one of the main results proved
in [6] and a result implied in [23] (with some exceptions).
Let B be a block of a finite group G with defect group D, and let J (D) be the Thomp-
son subgroup of D, namely, the subgroup generated by all abelian subgroups of D of maximal
order. A block theoretic analogue of Glauberman’s ZJ -theorem is obtained by Kessar, Linck-
elmann and Robinson in [18]: If p is odd and SL2(p) is not isomorphic to a subquotient of
NG(R,b)/CG(R) for any B-subgroup (R,b), then NG(Z(J (D))) controls B-fusion. If G is
quasisimple, then the Kessar–Linckelmann–Robinson theorem is implied by the second asser-
tion of following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be a finite group and B a p-block of G. Then B is controlled if and only
if EG(Q,bQ) contains a normal Sylow p-subgroup for any B-subgroup (Q,bQ) (or equiva-
lently, for any B-subgroup (Q,bQ) with Q a radical subgroup of G), where EG(Q,bQ) :=
NG(Q,bQ)/CG(Q)Q. Moreover, if G is quasisimple and p is odd, then B is non-controlled if
and only if there exists a B-subgroup (R,b) with R ∼= p1+2+ or Zp × Zp such that EG(R,b)
Op
′
(Out(R)) = SL2(p).
There exists a non-controlled 3-block B of a quasisimple group such that the group
O3(EG(32, b)) is its Sylow subgroup for any B-subgroup (32, b). There exists also a non-
controlled 3-block B of a quasisimple group such that O3(EG(31+2+ , b)) is its Sylow subgroup
for any B-subgroup (31+2+ , b) (see Example 8.2).
The main part of the paper concerns the representation theory of finite groups of Lie type in
non-defining characteristic, and makes use of the examination of subpairs of blocks of classical
groups given in [11,14,15]. The exceptional groups of Lie type are then treated by examination
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groups applied.
In Section 2 we review the basic notation regarding blocks, give several characterizations of
controlled blocks, and prove some general results concerning controlled blocks, particularly with
regard to block domination. In Section 3 we introduce stable B-subgroups, prove some lemmas
which will be useful later on and we state the set of properties which are central to the study of
the controlled blocks of the non-sporadic groups. That these properties hold for the alternating
groups and their covering groups is the content of Section 4, for classical groups is the content
of Section 6, and for the exceptional groups is the content of Section 7. The covering groups of
the sporadic simple groups are treated in Section 8.
2. Notation and general results
Let G be a finite group and p a prime, and let Sylp(G) be the set of Sylow p-subgroups of G,
O a discrete valuation ring, complete with respect to the p-adic valuation, with field of fractions
of characteristic zero and algebraically closed residue field O/J (O) of characteristic p. We
assume that O contains a primitive |G|th root of unity. Write Blk(G) for the set of blocks of
OG. Denote by Irr(B) the set of irreducible characters belonging to block B , by D(B) a defect
group of B and by B0(G) the principal block of G.
Given a block B ∈ Blk(G), a B-subgroup is a subpair (Q,bQ), where Q is a p-subgroup of
G and bQ is a block of CG(Q) with Brauer correspondent (bQ)G = B . The B-subgroups with
|Q| maximized are called the Sylow B-subgroups, and they are the B-subgroups for which Q is
a defect group for B . Denote by E(Q,bQ) := EG(Q,bQ) the group NG(Q,bQ)/CG(Q)Q for
any B-subgroup (Q,bQ), and write EG(Q)=EG(Q,bQ) when bQ is principal.
A block B of G with a Sylow B-subgroup (D,bD) is a controlled block if whenever
(Q,bQ) (D,bD) and (Q,bQ)g  (D,bD) for some g ∈ G, then g = ch for some c ∈ CG(Q)
and h ∈NG(D,bD).
Proposition 2.1. Let B be a controlled block of a finite group G and (Q,bQ) a B-subgroup.
(a) If B = B0(G) and CG(Q)H NG(Q), then B0(H) is controlled.
(b) The block bQ is controlled.
Proof. (a) The following proof is due to J. Alperin.
Let R and D be Sylow subgroups of H and G, respectively such that R = H ∩ D. Suppose
T ,P are subgroups of R such that T g = P for some g ∈ H . Then (TQ)g = PQ and g = ch for
some c ∈ CG(TQ) CG(Q)H and h ∈ NG(D). In particular, h = c−1g ∈ H and h normal-
izes R =H ∩D, so that h ∈NH(R) and c ∈ CH(T ), that is, B0(H) is controlled.
(b) Let K = CG(Q) and R =D(bQ)K . Then RQ is contained in a defect group of bNG(Q)Q ,
and so there exists a Sylow B-subgroup (D,bD) such that RQ  D and (Q,bQ)  (D,bD).
Thus
(Q,bQ) (RQ,bR) (D,bD)
for a unique bR ∈ Blk(CG(RQ)). Since CG(RQ)  CG(Q) = K , it follows that CG(RQ) =
CK(R) and so bR ∈ Blk(CK(R)). Thus bR = BrGRQ(bQ)bR = BrKR (bQ)bR and (R,bR) is a
Sylow bQ-subgroup.
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(1, bQ) (W,bW ), since CG(WQ)= CK(W). But (R,bR) is a maximal bQ-subgroup in K and
R W , so (R,bR)= (W,bW ) and in particular, R =D ∩K .
Let (P, bP ) be any bQ-subgroup such that (P, bP )  (R,bR) and g ∈ NK(P,bP ). Then
(PQ)g = PQ and (PQ,bP )g = (PQ,bP ). Since CG(PQ) = CK(P ), it follows that
(PQ,bP ) (RQ,bR) (D,bD).
But B is controlled, so g = ch for some c ∈ CG(PQ) = CK(P ) and h ∈ NG(D,bD). Thus
h= c−1g ∈K ∩NG(D,bD). But then h normalizes R =D ∩K and hence (RQ)h =RQ. So
(RQ,bR)
h = (RQ,bhR) (D,bD)h = (D,bD).
By uniqueness, bhR = bR and h ∈NK(R,bR). Thus g = ch with c ∈ CK(P ) and h ∈NK(R,bR).
By [1, Proposition 4.24(2)], bQ is controlled. 
Let G be a finite group and B ∈ Blk(G). A p-subgroup R of G is radical if Op(NG(R)) =R,
where Op(H) is the largest normal p-subgroup of a group H . A B-subgroup (R,b) is B-radical
if Op(NG(R,b))=R. Denote by Rp(G) the set of all radical subgroups of G.
Proposition 2.2. Let B ∈ Blk(G) and let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subgroup. Then B is controlled
if and only if
NG(R,bR)=NNG(D,bD)(R)CG(R) (2.1)
for every (R,bR)  (D,bD) with R radical. This happens if and only if (2.1) holds for every
B-radical (R,bR) (D,bD).
Proof. Note that NNG(D,bD)(R,bR) = NNG(D,bD)(R) for any (R,bR)  (D,bD). If B is con-
trolled, then by [25, Proposition (49.5)(b′)], (2.1) holds for every (R,bR) (D,bD).
Suppose (2.1) holds for every B-radical (R,bR)  (D,bD). Let M = NG(R), Q = Op(M)
and BM := bMR , so that R QD(BM) for any defect group D(BM). Since BGM = B , it follows
that D(BM) is contained in a defect group of B and so (R,bR) (Q,bQ) for some B-subgroup
(Q,bQ). But bR is the unique block of CG(R) satisfying (R,bR) (Q,bQ) and Q normalizes
both R and (Q,bQ), so QNG(R,bR). Thus QOp(NG(R,bR))=R and R is radical.
Suppose (2.1) holds for every (R,bR)  (D,bD) with R radical. By [25, Proposition
(49.5)(c′)], it suffices to show that if (R,bR) is an essential B-subgroup contained in (D,bD),
then R is radical. By [25, Corollary (48.7)], (R,bR) is essential if and only if the local pointed
group Rδ associated with (R,bR) is essential, and the latter by [25, Theorem (48.8)], is equivalent
to Rδ is self-centralizing and NG(Rδ)/RCG(R) has a strongly p-embedded proper subgroup. By
[25, Proposition (41.1)], Rδ is self-centralizing if and only if (R,bR) is self-centralizing. This
happens if and only if D(bR) = Z(R). But Rδ is the unique local pointed group associated
with (R,bR), so NG(Rδ) = NG(R,bR). Thus D(bR) = Z(R) and EG(R,bR) has a strongly
p-embedded proper subgroup.
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Z(R), it follows that Q∩CG(R)= Z(R) and
QCG(R)/RCG(R)EG(R,bR).
Thus QCG(R)/RCG(R) must be trivial and hence QCG(R) = RCG(R). So Q = Q ∩
(RCG(R)) =RZ(R) =R. 
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a finite group, B ∈ Blk(G) and let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subgroup.
Then the following are equivalent.
(a) B is controlled.
(b) EG(R,b) has a normal Sylow p-subgroup for any (R,b) (D,bD) with R =D.
(c) EG(R,b) has a normal Sylow p-subgroup for any (R,b)  (D,bD) with R radical and
R =D.
Proof. Let (R,b) be a B-subgroup, E = EG(R,b) and Ep ∈ Sylp(E). Write C(R) = CG(R)
and N(R) =NG(R).
(1) Suppose (a) holds and Ep = Op(E). If N := N(R,b), then C(R) = CN(R) and BN :=
bN ∈ Blk(N). Thus BN is regular with respect to C(R)R and covers b. If U := D(BN), then by
[24, Theorem 5.5.16], |N :C(R)RU | and p are coprime. Thus we may suppose
U/
((
C(R)∩U)R)=Ep.
Let (U,bU ) be a B-subgroup containing (R,b) and (D1, bD1) a Sylow B-subgroup containing
(U,bU ). Then (D,bD)= (D1, bD1)g for some g ∈G. Thus
(R1, b1) := (R,b)g  (U1, bU1) := (U,bU )g  (D,bD)
and U1 =D(bN11 )=D ∩N1, where N1 =N(R1, b1)=Ng . So
C(R1)NN(D,bD)(R1, b1)= C(R1)NN1(D,bD) C(R1)NN1(D) C(R1)NN1(D ∩N1).
But (C(R1)NN1(D ∩N1))/(C(R1)R1)=NEg(Egp) < Eg , so N1 = C(R1)NN(D,bD)(R1, b1) and
B is non-controlled. This implies (b).
(2) It is clear that (b) implies (c). Suppose (c) holds. Thus Ep E for any (R,b) (D,bD)
with R radical.
Suppose (P,g) is essential and fully normalized (in the sense of [25]) in (D,bD). As shown in
the proof of Proposition 2.2, D(g)= Z(P ) and P is radical. Thus Op(EG(P,g)) is a Sylow sub-
group. But EG(P,g) contains a strongly p-embedded proper subgroup, so Op(EG(P,g)) = 1
and EG(P,g) is a p′-group. Since (P,g) is fully normalized in (D,bD), it follows that
Q := ND(P ) is a defect group of the block gNG(P,g). In particular, Q  NG(P,g) and hence
Q  C(P )P . If H = C(P )P , then H = C(P )Q, CH(P ) = C(P ) and CH(Q) = C(Q). Let
(Q,bQ) be a B-subgroup containing (P,g) and BH = gH . Then (bQ)H = BH and (1,BH ) 
(P,g)  (Q,bQ). Thus QD(BH ) = P and hence D = P . So (P,g) = (D,bD) and by [25,
Proposition (49.5)(c′)], B is controlled. 
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Op(EG(R,b)) = 1 and the proof (2) above with some modifications (cf. [25, Proposition
(49.5)(c′)]) shows that:
Remark 2.4. B is controlled if and only if Op(EG(R,b)) is Sylow for every (R,b) (D,bD)
which is fully normalized in (D,bD), self-centralizing, B-radical and CG(R)  R.
Let Z be a normal subgroup of G, η : G → G/Z the natural homomorphism, and write H =
η(H) for H G and x¯ = η(x) for x ∈G. If Z QG, then
NG(Q)/Z =NG(Q). (2.2)
Given B ∈ Blk(G), there is a unique block B of G dominating B , so that Irr(B)⊆ Irr(B).
Suppose Q is a p-subgroup of G. If Z Op′(Z(G)), then
NG(Q)/Z =NG(Q) and CG(Q)/Z = CG(Q). (2.3)
By [24, Theorem 5.8.8], Irr(B) = Irr(B) and if D is a defect group of B , then DZ/Z ∼= D is a
defect group of B .
Let (Q,bQ) be a B-subgroup. Then Q = QZ/Z for a unique p-subgroup Q of G. Since
CG(Q) = CG(Q)/Z, we may consider the unique subpair (Q,bQ) with bQ dominating bQ,
which we call the Brauer pair dominating (Q,bQ).
By [6, Lemma 2.5], (Q,bQ) is a B-subgroup. Suppose x¯ ∈NG(Q,bQ) for some x ∈G. Then
bxQ = bQ as Irr(bQ)⊆ Irr(bQ). Thus x ∈NG(Q,bQ) and
NG(Q,bQ)/Z =NG(Q,bQ). (2.4)
Suppose Z  Op(Z(G)) and Z  Q. If x¯ ∈ CG(Q) and w ∈ Q, then wx = wz for some
z ∈Z and hence wxn =w for some n= pl . Thus L := η−1(CG(Q))NG(Q) and L/CG(Q) is
a p-group. Suppose bQ ∈ Blk(CG(Q)) and b′Q is the block of L dominating bQ. Then b′Q covers
a block bQ of CG(Q). By [26, Lemma 1], (Q,bQ) is a B-subgroup if and only if (Q,bQ) is a B-
subgroup. But b′Q dominates a unique block bQ (cf. [24, Theorem 5.8.11]), so NG(Q,b′Q)/Z =
NG(Q,bQ) and
NG
(
Q,b′Q
)
/L∼=NG(Q,bQ)/CG(R).
If x ∈NG(Q,bQ), then by uniqueness, x ∈NG(Q,b′Q) and so NG(Q,bQ)NG(Q,b′Q).
Conversely, suppose Z  Op′(Z(G)) or Z  Op(Z(G)). Let f be the block of Z covered
by B , and (Q,bQ) a B-subgroup with Q containing Op(Z). Since Irr(B) ⊆ Irr(B), it follows
that f = B0(Z). But Z  CG(Q) and (bQ)G = B , so bQ covers f . If Z Op′(Z(G)), then by
(2.3), bQ dominates a block bQ of CG(Q). If Z Op(Z(G)), then as shown above a block b′Q
of L covers bQ and b′ dominates a block b of C (Q). In both cases (Q,b ) is a B-subgroup.Q Q G Q
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inating B . For each B-subgroup (Q,bQ) with Op(Z) Q there exists a B-subgroup (Q,bQ)
such that
EG(Q,bQ)/P EG(Q,bQ) (2.5)
for some P  Op(EG(Q,bQ)). Moreover, if Z  Op′(Z(G)), then EG(Q,bQ) = EG(Q,bQ)
and B is controlled if and only if B is controlled. Conversely, for each B-subgroup (Q,bQ)
there exists a B-subgroup (Q,bQ) with Op(Z)Q such that (2.5) holds.
Proof. We may suppose Z  Op(Z(G)) or Z  Op′(Z(G)). Suppose Z  Op(Z(G)) and let
R = LQ/CG(Q)Q, where L= η−1(CG(Q)). Then R Op(EG(Q,b′Q)) and
EG(Q,bQ)=NG(Q,bQ)/CG(Q)Q=NG
(
Q,b′Q
)
/LQ=EG
(
Q,b′Q
)
/R.
If P = R ∩ EG(Q,bQ), then P  Op(EG(Q,bQ)) and (2.5) holds. Suppose Z  Op′(Z(G)).
By (2.3) and (2.4), EG(Q,bQ) = EG(Q,bQ) and by Proposition 2.3(c), B is controlled if and
only if B is controlled. 
Let H be an extension of G such that Z  Z(H) ∩ G, so that G  H . Let BH be a block
of H covering B ∈ Blk(G) and B ∈ Blk(G) dominating B . Suppose BH is a block of H domi-
nating BH . Then BH covers B . Let (Q,bQ) be a B-subgroup. By [13, Lemma 4.1], there exists
a BH -subgroup (Q,bH ) such that bH covering bQ. We call the Brauer pair (Q,bH ) covers
(Q,bQ).
Remark 2.6. Follow the notation of Lemma 2.5. Let (Q,bH ) be a BH -subgroup covering
(Q,bQ) and let (Q,bH ) be the BH -subgroup defined as in Lemma 2.5. Then (Q,bH ) covers
(Q,bQ).
A block B with a Sylow B-subgroup (D,bD) is called a nilpotent block if whenever
(Q,bQ) (D,bD), then EG(Q,bQ) is a p-group.
Example 2.7. Let B be a block of a finite group G with a defect group D.
(a) If B is nilpotent or D is abelian, then B is controlled.
(b) If Op(G) is the only radical subgroup of G properly contained in D and Op(G)  Z(G),
then B is controlled. In particular, if D is a trivial intersection (TI) subgroup of G, then B is
controlled.
Proof. (a) follows by [25, Propositions (49.6) and (49.8)].
(b) follows by Proposition 2.3(c), since EG(Q,bQ) = 1 for any bQ ∈ Blk(CG(Q)), where
Q = Op(G). If D is TI, that is, D ∩ Dg = 1 or D and D = 1 for any g ∈ G, then 1 is the only
proper radical subgroup of D and so B is controlled. 
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Let G be a finite group and B a block of G. A B-subgroup (R,b) is stable if EG(R,b) 
Op
′
(Out(R)). Let (R,b) be a stable B-subgroup and E = EG(R,b). Suppose p is odd, R is
an extraspecial group p1+2γ+ or elementary abelian group pγ+1 for some γ  1 and write Λ =
Op
′
(Out(R)). Then
Out(R)=
{
Sp2γ (p) · Zp−1 if R = p1+2γ+ ,
GLγ+1(p) if R = pγ+1,
and so Λ = Sp2γ (p) or SLγ+1(p) and E  Λ. In particular, a Sylow p-subgroup of E is not
normal in E. Here we follow the notation of [17, p. 261] to denote by X · Y a splitting extension
of group X by Y . Note that if R = p1+2γ+ , then Λ is the subgroup Out0(R) of Out(R) consisting
of elements that centralize Z(R).
Let R be a p-subgroup of a finite group G. Denote by E0 := E0G(R) a subgroup of NG(R)
such that R E0,
CE0(R)= Z
(
E0
)
is cyclic, E0/Z
(
E0
)
R =Op′(Out(R)) and E0 =Op′(E0). (3.1)
If R ∼= 31+2+ , then denote by E1 =E1G(R) a subgroup of NG(R) such that
R E1, CE1(R) = Z
(
E1
)
is cyclic and E1/Z
(
E1
)
R ∼=Q8, (3.2)
where Q8 is the Sylow 2-subgroup of O3
′
(Out(R))= SL2(3).
The following lemma will be used in the study of stable B-subgroups of a block B of qua-
sisimple finite groups.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose R is a p-subgroup of a finite group L and NL(R) contains a subgroup
E0 =E0L(R) satisfying (3.1).
(a) Suppose, moreover that
CL(R)R = CL
(
E0
)
R. (3.3)
Then every block B of L with a defect group containing R has a stable B-subgroup (R,b).
(b) Suppose CL/Z((RZ)/Z) = CL/Z((E0Z)/Z) for some central p′-subgroup Z of L. Then
CL(R)= CL(E0).
(c) Let X, M and J be finite groups such that L  J and L  X  J ◦ M , where J ◦ M is a
central product of J and M . If CJ (R) = CJ (E0), then CX(R) = CX(E0).
Proof. (a) Suppose (3.3) holds. Let B be a block of L with a defect group containing R and let
(R,b) be a B-subgroup. Identify a block with its corresponding central primitive idempotent of
the group algebra over O. Then b is a block of CL(R) if and only if b is a block of CL(R)R. This
happens if and only if b is a block of CL(E0). Thus E0  NL(R,b), EL(R,b)  E0/Z(E0)R
and (R,b) is stable.
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and so yx = y for any p-element y of E0. But E0 is generated by its p-elements, so CL(R)
CL(E
0) and hence CL(R)= CL(E0).
(c) Since CJ (R) = CJ (E0), it follows that CJ◦M(R) = CJ◦M(E0), and so CX(R) =
CJ◦M(R)∩X = CX(E0). 
We will state for a finite group the following properties (a)–(e). A feature of these properties
is that every block of non-sporadic finite quasisimple groups satisfies one of them.
Property 3.2. Let K be a normal subgroup of a finite group H , BK ∈ Blk(K) with a defect group
D and BH ∈ Blk(H) such that BH covers B .
(a) There exists a stable BK -subgroup (R,b) such that R ∼= p1+2+ or R ∼= Zp ×Zp . In addition,
there exists a stable BH -subgroup (R,bH ) covering (R,b).
(a∗) There exist a subgroup R of D and a subgroup E0 of NK(R) satisfying (3.1) such that
R ∼= p1+2+ and CH(R)= CH(E0).
(b) D ∼= 31+2+ , BK is controlled, either D(BH ) = D or D(BH ) ∼= Z3  Z3, and there exists a
subgroup E1 of NK(D) satisfying (3.2) such that CH(D)= CH(E1).
(c) D ∼= Z3 × Z3, and D(BH )∼= 31+2+ .
(d) Both D and D(BH ) are abelian.
(e) D is a nonabelian trivial intersection subgroup of K .
Remark 3.3. (a) Suppose Property 3.2(a∗) holds. Applying Lemma 3.1(a) to L=K and L=H ,
we have that Property 3.2(a) holds for any B-subgroup (R,b).
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a subgroup of a finite group G and B ∈ Blk(G).
(a) If R is a p-subgroup of K , then EK(R)EG(R).
(b) Let (R,b) be a B-subgroup. Suppose that
R QD(B), NG(R)NG(Q), and CG(Q) = Z(G)Z(Q)
for some subgroup Q and defect group D(B). Then NG(R,b)=NG(R).
Proof. (a) Since NK(R)NG(R) and CG(R)∩K = CK(R), it follows that EK(R)EG(R).
(b) Let (Q,bQ) be a B-subgroup containing (R,b). By assumption, CG(Q) = Op′(Z(G))×
Op(Z(G))Z(Q), and so NG(Q,bQ) = NG(Q) and NG(R)  NG(Q,bQ). By uniqueness,
NG(R)NG(R,b) and hence NG(R)=NG(R,b). 
Note that by Lemma 3.4(a) and Proposition 2.3, if B0(G) is controlled, then B0(K) is con-
trolled for any K G.
4. The alternating groups
Let n be a natural number. Denote by Sn and An the symmetric and alternating groups, re-
spectively on the set V = {1,2, . . . , n} and let Aˆn = 2An and Sˆn = 2Sn be 2-covering groups.
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Blk(H) covering BK . Then D(BK) = D(BH ) for some defect groups D(BK) and D(BH ). If
D(BK) is nonabelian, then BK = B0(K), D(BK) ∼= Zp  Zp and there exists R D(BK) such
that
R ∼= Zp × Zp, CH (R)=R, NK(R)=R.
(
Zp−1 ◦ SL2(p)
)
and
NH(R) =R.GL2(p).
Proof. Let D be a defect group of BK . Since [H :K] = 2, it follows D = D(BH ) for some
D(BH ).
Suppose D is nonabelian, so that D = Zp  Zp ∈ Sylp(K) and we may suppose Z(D) is
generated by an element
z := (1,2, . . . , p)(p + 1,p + 2, . . . ,2p) · · · ((p − 1)p + 1, (p − 1)p + 2, . . . , p2).
Let y := (1,p+ 1, . . . , (p− 1)p)(2,p+ 2, . . . , (p− 1)p+ 1) · · · (p,2p, . . . ,p2) be an element
of D and R = 〈z, y〉. Then R = Zp × Zp , CH(R) = CK(R) = R, NH(R) = R.GL2(p) and
CK(R)=R.(Z(GL2(p)) ◦ SL2(p)). 
Proposition 4.2. Let n be an integer with n 5, K = Aˆn = 2An H := Sˆn = 2Sn. Let p be an
odd prime, BK ∈ Blk(K) and BH ∈ Blk(H) such that BH covers BK . Then either Property 3.2(a)
holds for a BK -subgroup (R,b) with R ∼= Zp × Zp or Property 3.2(d) holds.
Proof. Let D =D(BK) and Z = Z(K) ∼= Z2. Then D =D(BH ) for some D(BH ). Let (D,bD)
be a Sylow BH -subgroup and view D as a subgroup of H/Z = Sn. By (2.3), D ∈ Rp(Sn), that
is, a radical subgroup of Sn and by [2, (2A)], there exist decompositions
V = V0 ∪ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vs, D =D0 ×D1 × · · · ×Ds,
such that D0 = 〈1V0〉, and Di is a basic subgroup of Spni with |Vi | = pni . Here a basic subgroup
Di is defined by [2, p. 6] and its normalizer in Spni is given by [2, (2.1)]. Since D is a defect
group of BH , it follows that EH(D,bD) is a p′-group. Thus
Di = Zp  Zp  · · ·  Zp ∈ Sylp(Spni )
and D is abelian if and only if ni  1 for each i.
If D is abelian, then Property 3.2(d) holds. Suppose D is nonabelian, so that ni  2 for some i.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists a subgroup R D such that
R =R0 ×R+  Aˆn−p2 ◦ Aˆp2  Sˆn−p2 ◦ Sˆp2 H,
R+ = Zp × Zp  Aˆp2 , CAˆ
p2
(R+) = Z × R+, NAˆ
p2
(R+) = (Z × R+).(Zp−1 ◦ SL2(p)) and
N
Sˆ
p2
(R+)= (Z ×R+).GL2(p), where R0 is the trivial subgroup of Aˆn−p2 . Thus
CH(R)= Sˆn−p2 ×R+ and NH(R)= Sˆn−p2 ◦
(
(Z ×R+).GL2(p)
)
.
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(R+) NK(R,b) and NSˆ
p2
(R+) NH(R,bH ) for any BK -subgroup (R,b) and BH -
subgroup (R,bH ) covering (R,b). This proves Proposition 4.2. 
5. Notation for classical groups and their blocks
Let V be a linear, unitary, non-degenerate orthogonal or symplectic space over the field Fq ,
where q is a power of a prime r distinct from p. We will follow the notation of [3,11,14,15].
For integers c and m, we write pc ‖m when pc |m and pc+1  m.
If V is orthogonal, then write η(V ) for the type of V as defined in [15], so η(V )= η = + or −.
If V is non-degenerate orthogonal or symplectic, then denote by I (V ) the group of isometries
on V and let I0(V )= I (V )∩ SL(V ).
If V is symplectic, then I (V ) = I0(V ) = Sp2n(q). If V is a (2n + 1)-dimensional orthog-
onal space, then I (V ) = 〈−1V 〉 × I0(V ) with I0(V ) = SO2n+1(q). If V is a 2n-dimensional
orthogonal space, then I (V )=Oη(V )=Oη2n(q) and I0(V )= SOη2n(q).
If V is a 2n-dimensional non-degenerate orthogonal or symplectic space, then denote by
J0(V ) the conformal isometries of V with square determinant. If V is orthogonal of dimension
at least two, then write D0(V ) for the special Clifford group of V (cf. [15]).
Denote by GL+(V ) the general linear group GL(V ) and GL−(V ) the unitary group GU(V ).
Let G = GLη(V ) or I (V ). Write Fq = Fq(G) for the set of polynomials (with coefficients
in Fq ) serving as elementary divisors for semisimple elements of G (cf. [3, p. 6]). For Γ ∈
Fq(G), let dΓ be the degree of Γ , and δΓ the reduced degree defined as in [3,14,15]. So δΓ = dΓ
or δΓ = 12dΓ according as dΓ is even or odd (note that if V is symplectic or orthogonal, Γ must
have even degree unless Γ =X ± 1).
If G= GL(V ), then let Γ = 1. Otherwise Γ is given by [3, p. 6]. Let eΓ be the multiplicative
order of Γ qδΓ modulo p. Thus we may write eΓ δΓ = epαΓ δ′Γ and (qe − ) = pam′ for some
αΓ , δ
′
Γ , a and m′ with p  δ′Γ and p  m′, where e = eX−1 and  = X−1.
Given a semisimple element s ∈ G, there is a unique orthogonal decomposition V =∑
Γ ∈Fq VΓ (s), with s =
∏
Γ ∈Fq s(Γ ), where the VΓ (s) are non-degenerate subspaces of V and
s(Γ ) ∈ GL(VΓ (s)), GU(VΓ (s)) or I (VΓ (s)) (depending on G) has minimal polynomial Γ . This
is called the primary decomposition of s. Write mΓ (s) for the multiplicity of Γ in s(Γ ). We
have CG(s) =∏Γ ∈Fq CΓ (s), where CΓ (s) = I (VΓ (s)) or GLΓ (mΓ (s), qδΓ ) as appropriate.
6. Classical groups
Suppose p is an odd prime distinct from r and G= GLηn(q)= GLη(V ). Let BG be a p-block
of G with a defect group DG and label (s, κ). Then we may write
V = V0 ⊥ V+, DG =D0 ×D+, s = s0 × s+, (6.1)
where V0 = CV (DG), V+ = [DG,V ], s0 ∈G0 = GLη(V0) and s+ ∈G+ = GLη(V+). For conve-
nience we denote GLη(V ) by G(V ) and SLη(V ) by S(V ).
Proposition 6.1. Let K := SLηn(q)= SLη(V )H G := GLη(V ), B ∈ Blk(K), BH ∈ Blk(H)
covering B . If D(B) is abelian, then Property 3.2(d) holds. If D(B) is nonabelian, then there
exists R = p1+2+ D(B) such that Property 3.2(a∗) holds whenever p  5 or p = 3 but a  2;
Property 3.2(a) holds whenever p = 3, a = 1 but R = D(B); Property 3.2(b) holds whenever
p = 3, a = 1 and R =D(B), in this case n= 3d with gcd(6, d)= 1.
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it follows that D(B) = D(BH ) ∩ K for some defect group D(BH ). There exists a defect group
D(BG) such that D(BH )=D(BG)∩H , so
D(B) =D(BH )∩K =D(BG)∩K and D(BH )=D(BG)∩H.
We may suppose D(BG) ∈ Sylp(CG(s)).
Follow the notation of (6.1). Let s+ =∏Γ s(Γ ) be a primary decomposition, so that V+ =⊕
Γ VΓ with VΓ = VΓ (s+). Write mΓ for mΓ (s+). Then
CG+(s+)=
∏
Γ
CΓ , CΓ := CΓ (s+)∼= GLΓ
(
mΓ ,q
δΓ
)
. (6.2)
We may suppose D+ ∈ Sylp(CG+(s+)), so that
D+ =
∏
Γ
DΓ , DΓ ∈ Sylp(CΓ ). (6.3)
Let Γ be an elementary divisor of s+. Since CVΓ (DΓ )= 0, it follows that p divides qδΓ mΓ − Γ
and so eΓ |mΓ . Hence we may write mΓ = eΓ wΓ for some wΓ .
Suppose each wΓ  (p − 1). Then each DΓ is abelian, so D(BG) is abelian, and both D(B)
and D(BH ) are abelian. Thus Property 3.2(d) holds.
(2) Suppose w  p for some . Let W be a non-degenerate subspace of V such that
dimFq W = peδ. Then V =W ⊥W⊥ and
V = V1 ⊥ V2, V1 = V0 ⊕
( ∑
Γ =
VΓ
)
⊕W⊥ , V2 =W (6.4)
and G(W)= GLη(peδ,q)= GLη(pα+1eδ′,q).
Apply [2, (3C)] and [3, (1C)] to G(W) with m= pαδ′. Then G(W) has subgroups Q =
Z ◦R and L such that Z ∼= Zpa , R ∼= p1+2+ ,
CG(W)(Q)= (K)⊗ Ip, NG(W)(Q)=
〈
CG(W)(Q)QL,σ
〉
[L,CG(W)(Q)] = 1 and L ∩ CG(W)(Q)Q = 1 or Z(CG(W)(Q))Q according as W
is linear or unitary, where σ e ∈ CG(W)(Q)QL, L = SL2(p) or L/Z(L)Q = SL2(p) ac-
cording as W is linear or unitary, K = GL(m,qe), (K) ⊗ Ip = {x ⊗ Ip | x ∈ K} and the
central product Z ◦R is over Ω1(Z)= Z(R).
Since CG(W)(Z)= CG(W)(Z(R))= GL(pm,qe), it follows that
CG(W)(R)= CG(W)(Q)= CG(W)(RL)= (K)⊗ Ip.
Let R1 :=E01 := 〈1V1〉G(V1), R2 :=R G(V2), E02 :=Op
′
(RL),
R =R1 ×R2 and E0 =E0 ×E0. (6.5)1 2
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CG(R) =G(V1)×CG(V2)(R2)= CG
(
E0
)
. (6.6)
Let s1 and s2 be semisimple elements of G(V1) and G(V2), respectively such that mΓ (s1) =
mΓ (s) or mΓ (s) − peΓ according as Γ =  or Γ = , and m(s2) = pe. Then s is G-
conjugate to s1 × s2 and we may suppose s = s1 × s2. We may suppose, moreover that s2 ∈
CG(V2)(R2). Thus CG(V2)(s2)= GL(pe,qδ) and
CG(V2)(s2z2)= GL
(
p,qeδ
)
and CCG(V2)(R2)(s2)= GL
(
1, qeδ
)⊗ Ip,
where z2 is a generator of Z(R2).
Note that E02  CG(V2)(s2z2). By [21, Proposition 4.6.5], R2  SL(p, qeδ) and
NSL (p,qeδ)(R2)= CSL (p,qeδ)(R2)E02 or CSL (p,qeδ)(R2)E12 (6.7)
according as c := a + α  2 or p = 3 and c = 1, where E12 = E02 ∩ SL(p, qeδ) and E12 =
E1G(V2)(R2) satisfies (3.2).
Since R  CG(s)∩K , it follows that we may suppose R D(BG)∩K =D(B). Let (R,b) be
a B-subgroup, and let (R,bH ) be a BH -subgroup covering (R,b). If E0 K , then E0 NK(R),
CH(R) = CG(R)∩H = CH(E0) and Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
(3) Let E1 =E0 ∩ S(V ) and suppose E0  K , so that p = 3, a = 1 and α = 0. Suppose δ
is even, so that e = 1. Let S be a Sylow subgroup of CG(V2)(s2) containing R2. Then S is a
wreath product p-group and its base group can be viewed as a subgroup of (SL2(q))3δ/2 and in
turn, (SL2(q))3δ/2 can be embedded as a diagonal subgroup of S(V2). Thus S  NK(R) and
E0 K , which is impossible. Thus gcd(6, δ)= 1.
By (6.6), CK(R) = CK(E1) and E1  NK(R,b). Let x2 be a 3-element in E02 such that
E02 = 〈E12, x2〉. If 3  (q − η), then x2 ∈K and so E0 K , which is impossible. Thus 3 | (q − η)
and e = 1.
If wΓ = 0 for some Γ =  or w = 3, then there exists an element x1 ∈ D(BG) ∩ G(V1)
such that x1 × x2 ∈ D(B). Thus x := x1 × x2 ∈ NK(R) \ CG(R), x ∈ NK(R,b), EK(R,b) 
Op
′
(Out(R)) and (R,b) is stable. Similarly, (R,bH ) is stable and Property 3.2(a) holds.
(4) Suppose E0  K , wΓ = 0 for any Γ =  and w = 3. Then p = 3, a = 1, α = 0,
3 | (q − η) and gcd(6, δ) = 1. Thus e = 1, 3 ‖ (q − η) and e = 1. Since {1V0} = D0 ∈
Syl3(CG0(s0)), it follows that dimV0 = 0, V = V+ = V2 and G = GLη(3δ,q). So D(BG) =
Z3  Z3 and D(B) =R = 31+2+ .
Note that (R,b) is a Sylow B-subgroup, NK(R) = NG(R) ∩ K = CK(R)E1 and by (6.6),
NK(R,b) = NK(R). Let Q be a radical subgroup of K such that Q < R. Then |Q| = 3 or 9.
In the former case EG(Q) is a 3′-group, and in the later case EG(Q) ∼= S3. So each EG(Q)
has a normal Sylow 3-subgroup. Since EK(Q,bQ) EK(Q) EG(Q), it follows by Proposi-
tion 2.3(c) that B is controlled and hence Property 3.2(b) holds. 
It follows from the proof (2) that if N2 := CG(V2)(CG(V2)(R2)), then
N2 = CG(V )
(
CG(V )
(
E0
))∼= GLη(p,qe),2 2 2
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Z(D).
Remark 6.2. Suppose R is given in Proposition 6.1. Then R and E0 are uniquely determined,
up to conjugacy in G. In addition, if p w < p2, then we may suppose Z(R)Z(D(BG)).
Let V be a non-degenerate orthogonal or symplectic space, G= I0(V ) and let G∗ be the dual
group of G. Then
Sp2n(q)∗ = SO2n+1(q), SO2n+1(q)∗ = Sp2n(q), SOη2n(q)∗ = SOη2n(q).
If B is a block of G, then there exists a semisimple p′-element s ∈G∗ such that
B ⊆ Ep
(
G,(s)
)
.
Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subgroup. Then V and D have corresponding decompositions
V = V0 ⊥ V+, D =D0 ×D+. (6.8)
We have V0 = CV (D), V+ = [ V,D ], D0 = {1V0} and D+  I0(V+). Let G0 := I0(V0), G+ :=
I0(V+), C+ := CI0(V+)(D+) and let V ∗ be the underlying space of I0(V )∗.
Let z ∈ Z(D) be a primitive element (cf. [15, p. 176]). Then |z| = p,
z = z0 × z+, L := CG(z) = L0 ×L+, L0 =G0, L+ := GL
(
m,qe
)
, (6.9)
where z0 = 1V0 , z+ ∈ Z(D+) and dimV+ = 2em. Thus L is a regular subgroup of G and we
may suppose s ∈ L∗ G∗. In particular,
V ∗ =U0 ⊥U+ and s = s0 × s+, (6.10)
where U0 = V ∗0 , s0 ∈ L∗0 = I0(U0), U+ is the underlying space of L∗+ and s+ ∈ L∗+  I0(U+).
Proposition 6.3. Let K := Ωη2n(q) := Ωη(V )  H  J0(V ), BK ∈ Blk(K) and BH ∈ Blk(H)
covering BK . Then Property 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds.
Proof. Let G := SOη2n(q) := SO(V ) and B ∈ Blk(G) covering BK . Then D(BK) = D ∩K for
some defect group D := D(B). Since G is self dual, we have V = V ∗,U0 = V0,U+ = V+ in
(6.10).
(1) Since |G:K| = 2, it follows that D = D(BK) = D(BH ) ∩G for some D(BH ). Let K0 =
Ω(V0), K+ =Ω(V+) and X+ := SL(m,qe) L+ ∩K+. In the notation of (6.9), we have
X+  CK+(z+), K0 ×CK+(z+) CK(z) L= L0 ×L+,
and CK(z) = 〈K0 × CK+(z+), t0 × t+〉 with [L+:CK+(z+)]  2. Let (z,Bz) be a major sub-
section of BK . Then Bz covers a block B0 × B+ of K0 × CK+(z+) with B0 ∈ Blk(K0) and
B+ ∈ Blk(CK+(z+)) such that D(Bz) = D(B0 × B+) = D. Thus D(B+) = D+  CK+(z+).
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Suppose D+ is nonabelian. As shown in the proof (2) of Proposition 6.1 there exist R+ D+
and E0+ = E0L+(R+) satisfying (3.1) such that R+ ∼= p1+2+ and CL+(R+) = CL+(E0+). Let R =
D0 ×R+, E0 =D0 ×E0+, V1 = CV (R)= CV (E0), V2 = [V,R] and MG = CG(Z(R)). Then
V = V1 ⊥ V2, R =R1 ×R2, E0 =E01 ×E02, MG =M1 ×M2, (6.11)
where M1 = I0(V1), M2 = GL(w,qe) for some integer w, R1 = E01 = {1V1} and R2  E02 
M2  I0(V2). In addition, CM2(E02)= CM2(R2) and
CG(R)= CG
(
E0
)
. (6.12)
Again as shown in the proof (2) of Proposition 6.1, R+  X+, E0+  X+ except when
p = 3, in which case E1+  X+ and E0+ = 〈E1+, x+〉 for some 3-element x+ ∈ E0+. Since
[L+:CK+(z+)] 2, it follows that E0+  CK+(z+)K+ and so E0 K .
(2) Suppose K  H  J0(V ). By [15, (1B)], CJ0(V )(z) = 〈L,τ 〉 such that J0(V ) =
〈I0(V ), τ 〉, τ = τ0τ+, J0(V0) = 〈I0(V0), τ0〉 and [τ+,L+] = 1. Since E0+  L+, it follows that
[τ,E0] = 1 and so
CJ0(V )(R)=
〈
CG(R), τ
〉= CJ0(V )(E0).
Thus CH(R)= CH(E0) and Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
(3) Suppose D+ is abelian. Then D = D(BK) is abelian, and so D(BH ) = DOp(Z(H)) is
abelian. Thus Property 3.2(d) holds. 
Proposition 6.4. Let K :=Ω2n+1(q)=Ω(V ) or K := Sp2n(q)= Sp(V ), and
K H  J0(V ),
BK ∈ Blk(K) and BH ∈ Blk(H) covering BK , where H = SO(V ) when K =Ω(V ). Then Prop-
erty 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds.
Proof. Suppose D(BK) is nonabelian. If V is orthogonal, then replace G by H in the proof (1)
of Proposition 6.3 with some obvious modifications, so Property 3.2(a∗) holds. If V is symplec-
tic, then apply the proofs (1) and (2) of Proposition 6.3 with some obvious modifications, so
Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
If D(BK) is abelian, then apply the proof (3) of Proposition 6.3, so Property 3.2(d) holds. 
Proposition 6.5. Let K := Spinη(V )  H such that H/K is abelian, CH(K)  Z(H) and
H/Z(H)  SO(V ) or J0(V )/Z(J0(V )) according as dimV is odd or even. Let B ∈ Blk(K),
BH ∈ Blk(H) covering B , and Z  Z(K) such that Kc := K/Z = Ωη(V ). Then Prop-
erty 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds.
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Z = Z+ ∩K and Z+ ∼= Zq−1.
We may suppose D = DZ/Z  Kc . Thus D is of defect type in Kc , where a p-subgroup
S of Kc is of defect type if S is a Sylow p-subgroup of a centralizer CKc(t) of a semisimple
p′-element t . So D is of defect type in G (see [15, p. 144 and (5K)]).
(1) Suppose D is nonabelian. Note that the proof (2) of Proposition 6.1 and the proof (1) of
Proposition 6.3 can be applied to any nonabelian p-subgroup of defect type. It follows that there
exist R = p1+2+ D Kc and E0 =E0Kc(R) satisfying (3.1) and CKc(R) = CKc(E0).
Let y be a generator of Z(R). Then V , R, E0 and MG = CG(y) have the corresponding
decomposition (6.11). We will follow the notation of (6.11). Since |Z|  2 and p is odd, it
follows that we can identify R with the Sylow p-subgroup of the preimage of R in K . Since K
is universal, it follows by [17, Theorem 4.2.2] and [15, (2E)] that
C := CK(y) = LCTC, LC = L1 ×L2, L1 = Spin(V1), L2 = SL
(
w,qe
)
,
where TC is an abelian r ′-group inducing inner-diagonal automorphisms on L1 and L2. In
addition, E02  L2 except when p = 3, in which case E12  L2 and E02 = 〈E12 , u〉 for some
3-element u ∈E02 . Choose x to be an element in the preimage of u in K such that |x| = |u|. Then
〈E12 , x〉 ∼= E02 and we may identify them. Thus E0  K and CK/Z(RZ/Z) = CK/Z(E0Z/Z).
By Lemma 3.1(b), CK(R)= CK(E0).
(2) If q is even, then the outer-diagonal group of K is trivial, so we may suppose q is odd. To
show that Property 3.2(a∗) holds we may suppose H/KZ(H) = Outdiag(K), so that H/KZ(H)
is a 2-group. Let t ∈ CH(y) \CK(y), so that t4 ∈ CK(y)Z(H). In the notation of [17, Theorem
4.2.2], t induces an element of C∗ := CInndiag(K)(yZ(K)) (note here C∗ is not the dual group
of C). But C∗/C◦∗ is a p-group, so t induces an element of C◦∗ and hence t ∈ CK(y)Z(H).
Thus CH(y)= CK(y)Z(H),
CH(R)= CCH (y)(R)= CCK(y)(R)Z(H) = CK(R)Z(H) = CK
(
E0
)
Z(H) CH
(
E0
)
and hence CH(R)= CH(E0). So Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
(3) Suppose D is abelian. Then D(B)=D(BH )∩K for some D(BH ) and D(BH )KZ(H).
So D(BH )=D(B)Op(Z(H)), which is abelian. 
Theorem 6.6. Let K be a finite quasisimple group of classical type over a field Fq and B ∈
Blk(K), and let K H such that H/K is abelian, CH(K) Z(H), H induces inner-diagonal
automorphisms on K and BH ∈ Blk(H) covers B . Suppose p is odd.
If p | q , then one of Properties 3.2(a), (d) and (e) holds with K =H .
Suppose p  q . If K = Aηn(q), then either Property 3.2(a∗) or property (d) holds. If K =
SLη(n, q)/Z for some Z  Z(SLη(n, q)), then one of Properties 3.2(a), (b), (c) and (d)
holds. In addition, if Property 3.2(b) or (c) holds, then p = 3, K = SLη(3d, q)/Z for some
Z  Z(SLη(3d, q)) with gcd(6, d)= 1 and 3 ‖ (q − η).
Proof. We will follow the notation of [17]. In particular, Ku denotes the universal group with
the same type as K .
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SU3(q)/Z, then by [10, Proposition 1.3], D(B) is a trivial intersection subgroup of H and Prop-
erty 3.2(e) holds.
Suppose K =Ku.
Case 1.1. Suppose Lp = SL3(p), SU4(p) or Sp4(p). Let Mp be the maximal parabolic sub-
group of Lp fixing a (isotropic) line (in the Lp-vector space over Fp or Fp2 ). Then
Op(Mp)=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Zp × Zp if Lp = SL3(p),
p1+4+ if Lp = SU4(p),
p1+2+ if Lp = Sp4(p).
If Lp = SL3(p), then Mp =Op(Mp) · GL2(p). If Lp = Sp4(p), then Mp =Op(Mp) · (Zp−1 ×
SL2(p)) (cf. [7, 2.2]). In these two cases we set R = Op(Mp) and so NLp(R) CLp(R)R ·Λ,
where Λ=Op′(Out(R))= SL2(p).
If Lp = SU4(p), then Mp =Op(Mp) · (Zp2−1 ×SU2(p)) (cf. [21, Lemma 4.1.12]). We claim
that there exists a (unique) normal subgroup R = p1+2+ of Op(Mp) such that
CLp(R)
∼= Z(Lp)× p1+2+ Z(Lp)×Op(Mp)
and NLp(R) = Op(Mp) · (Zp−1 × SL2(p)). Following the notation of [7, 2.2], we let P6 be
the maximal parabolic subgroup of Sp6(p) fixing a line, so that P6 = p1+4+ · (Zp−1 × Sp4(p)).
Thus the centralizer of an element of order p + 1 in Sp4(p) is isomorphic to GU2(p). Identify
the centralizer with GU2(p). By [16, Lemma 3.1 (d)], we can identify Op(Mp) with Op(P6).
Thus p1+4+ · (Zp−1 × SU2(p))Mp . In the notation of [7, 2.2], let R = 〈u6(v1,0),u6(v2,0)〉,
where v1,v2 form an Fp2 -basis of F4p (under the identification of [16, (3.1)]). Then R ∼= p1+2+ ,
CLp(R)= Z(Lp)×COp(Mp)(R)= Z(Lp)× p1+2+ and
NCLp (Z(R))(R)=
(
Z(Lp)×Op(Mp)
) ·Λ.
Thus the claim holds.
Case 1.2. Since K = Ku is a classical quasisimple group, it follows that Lp  K for some
Lp ∈ {SL3(p),SU4(p),Sp4(p)}. By Case 1.1, there exists R  Lp such that R = p1+2+ or p2 and
NLp(R)  CLp(R)R · Λ. By Borel–Tits theorem [17, Theorem 3.1.3], there exists a parabolic
subgroup M of K such that R  Q and NK(R)  M , where Q = Op(M). Since CK(Q) 
Op′(M)×Q, it follows by Lemma 3.4(b) that NK(R,b) = NK(R) for any B-subgroup (R,b).
But NK(R)NLp(R), so ΛNK(R,b) and (R,b) is stable.
Case 1.3. If K = Ku, then K = Ku/Z for some Z  Z(Ku) and Z(Ku) is a p′-subgroup.
Let Bu be a block of Ku dominating B . Then D(Bu)Z/Z = D(Bu) is a defect group of B .
By Case 1.2, there exists a stable Bu-subgroup (R,b) with R = p1+2+ or p2. By Lemma 2.5,
EK(R, b¯)=EKu(R,b) for a B-subgroup (R, b¯) with R ∼=R. So (R, b¯) is stable.
Case 2. Suppose p  q , and suppose K =Ku/Z for some Z  Z(Ku). Let Hu be an extension
of Ku such that Hu/Z = H , let Bu ∈ Blk(Ku) dominating B and BHu ∈ Blk(Hu) dominating
BH , so that BHu covers Bu. By Propositions 6.1, 6.4 and 6.5, one of Properties 3.2(a∗), (a), (b)
and (d) holds for Bu.
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E0Ku(R) such that R = p1+2+ , E0 satisfies (3.1) and CHu(R) = CHu(E0).
We may suppose D(B) = D(Bu)Z/Z and so R D(B), where Y = YZ/Z for any Y Hu.
Let D(BH ) be a defect group such that D(B) = D(BH ) ∩ K , so that R  D(BH ). If Z is a
p′-subgroup, then by (2.3), CH(R)= CHu(R)/Z = CHu(E0)/Z  CH(E0) and so
CH(R)= CH
(
E0
)
. (6.13)
Note that E0 =E0H (R) satisfies (3.1). Thus Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B .
Case 2.2. If Z is a nontrivial p-subgroup, then Ku = SLη(n, q). Suppose Property 3.2(a∗)
or (a) holds for Bu-subgroup (R,b), so that EKu(R,b) contains a subgroup Λ = Op′(Out(R)).
By Proposition 6.1, R = p1+2+ and so Λ = SL2(p). Let (R, b¯) be the B-subgroup given by
Lemma 2.5. Then EKu(R,b)/P  EK(R, b¯) for some P  Op(EKu(R,b)). Thus P ∩ Λ = 1
and so Λ  EK(R, b¯). Since R = p1+2+ or p2, it follows that Λ = Op′(Out(R)) and (R, b¯) is
stable. Similarly, if (R,bHu) is a stable BHu -subgroup covering (R,b), then (R, b¯Hu) is a stable
BH -subgroup and by Remark 2.6, (R, b¯Hu) covers (R, b¯). Thus Property 3.2(a) holds for B .
Case 2.3. Suppose Property 3.2(b) holds for Bu. By Proposition 6.1, Ku = SLη(3d, q),
D(Bu) = 31+2+ , gcd(6, d) = 1 and 3 ‖ (q − η). In particular, Z(D(Bu)) = O3(Z(Ku)) and
we may suppose D(B)  D(Bu)Z/Z. If O3(Z(Ku))  Z, then D(B) = Z23, D(BH ) = 32 or
(Z3  Z3)/O3(Z(Ku)) ∼= 31+2+ and (c) holds. If Z is a 3′-group, then D(B) = D(Bu) and (b)
holds.
If Property 3.2(d) holds for Bu, then D(Bu) and D(BHu) are both abelian. Since Z  Z(Hu)∩
Ku, it follows that D(B) = D(Bu)Z/Z and D(BH ) = D(BHu)Z/Z, and so D(B) and D(BH )
are both abelian. 
7. Exceptional groups
Suppose p is odd. We will follow the notation of [17]. Let K be a finite quasisimple group of
exceptional type over a field Fq , where q is a power of a prime r .
Suppose p = r and K = Ku. If p = 3 or p = 3 but K = Eη6 (q)u, then take w ∈ K with|w| = p. If p = 3 and K = Eη6 (q)u, then take w ∈ K \ Z(K) such that |w| = 3 or |w| = 9 and
w3 ∈ Z(K). Thus w induces an inner automorphism of order p on K . By [17, Theorem 4.2.2]
C := CK(w)=Or ′(C)T , where Or ′(C) is a central product
Or
′
(C)= L1 ◦L2 ◦ · · · ◦L
with each Li ∈ Lie(r), and T is an abelian r ′-group inducing inner-diagonal automorphisms on
each Li . In general, it may be the case that w /∈ Or ′(C). We introduce some more notation as
follows to allow for this inconvenience: If Z(C)Or ′(C), then define s :=  and L := Or ′(C).
If Z(C)  Or ′(C), then define s = + 1, Ls = Z(C) and
L := L1 ◦L2 ◦ · · · ◦Ls. (7.1)
In all cases C = LT , w ∈ L and L C. Note that w induces an inner automorphism of K , so
w is of parabolic or equal-rank type. In the former case each Li is universal. In the latter case
p = 3 whenever K = E8(q) and p = 3 or 5 whenever K = E8(q). By [17, Tables 4.7.3A and
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Li =D±7 (q)/2 or A8(q)u/3.
Each element t ∈ T has the form t1t2 · · · ts t0, where t0 centralizes L and ti induces an inner-
diagonal automorphism on Li and [Li, tj ] = 1 for i = j . Let J0 = 〈t0 : t = t1t2 · · · ts t0 ∈ T 〉,
and
Ji := 〈Li, ti : t = t1t2 · · · ts t0 ∈ T 〉 and J := J1 ◦ J2 ◦ · · · ◦ Js ◦ J0. (7.2)
Then LT  J and J0 is abelian.
Theorem 7.1. Let K be a finite quasisimple group of exceptional type over a field Fq , and let
KH such that CH(K) Z(H), H/K is cyclic, and H induces inner-diagonal automorphisms
on K . Let B ∈ Blk(K) and BH ∈ Blk(H) covering B . Suppose p is odd.
If p | q , then Property 3.2(a), (d) or (e) holds with K =H .
If p  q , then one of Properties 3.2(a), (b) and (d) holds. In addition, if (b) holds, then K =
G2(q), 3 ‖ (q − ) and B = B0(K), where  is a sign.
Proof. If p | q , then a proof similar to that of Case 1.3 of Theorem 6.6 shows that we may sup-
pose K = Ku and D(B) is nonabelian. If D(B) is a TI subgroup of K , then by [10, Proposition
1.3], K = 2G2(32m+1), D(B) ∈ Syl3(K) and Property 3.2(e) holds.
Suppose K = 2G2(32m+1). By [19, Theorem A] and [20, Theorem], SL3(p)  SL3(q) 
G2(q) 3D4(q) and by [17, Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2],
SL3(q) Sp6(q) F4(q)E6(q)u E7(q)u E8(q).
Thus Lp = SL3(p)  K . A proof similar to that of Case 1.2 of Theorem 6.6 shows that there
exists a stable B-subgroup (R,b) with R = p2.
Suppose p  q . Let Ku be the universal group, so that K =Ku/Z for some Z  Z(Ku).
Write D := D(B). If Z(K) = Ω1(Z(D)), then take z ∈ Z(D) \ Z(K) with |z| = p. If
Z(K) = Ω1(Z(D)) (so in particular p = 3), then take z ∈ D such that |z| = p2 and zZ(K) ∈
Z(D/Z(K)). Let (z,Bz) be a B-subsection, which we choose to be major in the case z ∈ Z(D).
Suppose w = z and let C = CK(z) be given by (7.1), so that z ∈Z(L) and Bz is a block of C.
Let BL be a block of L covered by Bz. There are uniquely defined blocks Bi ∈ Blk(Li) such that
if χ ∈ Irr(BL) with χ = χ1 ◦ · · · ◦ χs for some χi ∈ Irr(Li), then χi ∈ Irr(Bi). We write
BL = B1 ◦B2 ◦ · · · ◦Bs. (7.3)
Following the notation (7.2), we have L C  J . Let BJ be a block of J covering Bz, so that
BJ covers BL. Thus
BJ = BJ1 ◦BJ2 ◦ · · · ◦BJs ◦BJ0 , (7.4)
where BJi ∈ Blk(Ji).
Case 1. Suppose each Bi satisfies Property 3.2(d) (with K = Li and H = Ji ). Then each
D(BJ ) is abelian and so is D(BJ ). Thus D(Bz)=D(BJ )∩C is abelian.i
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Possible (K,C) with some Bi satisfying Property 3.2(b).
K C K C
3D4(q) (Zq2+q+1 ◦L).3 G2(q) L
2F4(22m+1) SU3(22m+1) F4(q) (L ◦L).(3:3)
E−6 (q) (L ◦ SL3(q2)).(3:3) E6(q)u (L ×L ◦L).(3:3:3)
E7(q)u (L ◦ SL6(q)).(3:3) E8(q) (E6(q)u ◦L).(3:3)
Case 2. Suppose Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a∗) (with K = Li and H = Ji ) for some i. Then
there exist R  D(Bi) for some D(Bi) and E0 = E0Li (R) satisfying (3.1) such that R = p1+2+
and CJi (R)= CJi (E0).
Case 2.1. Let Z(R) = 〈y〉, and let (Z(R),By) (R,b) be B-subgroups. Applying a modifi-
cation similar to that of (7.1), we have CK(y)= L′T ′,
L′ := L′1 ◦L′2 ◦ · · · ◦L′s′ , (7.5)
where y ∈Z(L′), each L′j ∈ Lie(r) with possible L′s′ abelian, T ′ is an abelian r ′-group inducing
inner-diagonal automorphisms on each L′j . Similarly, we define
J ′i :=
〈
L′i , t ′i : t = t ′1t ′2 · · · t ′s′ t ′0 ∈ T ′
〉
and J ′ := J ′1 ◦ J ′2 ◦ · · · ◦ J ′s′ ◦ J ′0. (7.6)
Then L′  CK(y) J ′ and J ′0 is abelian. Note E0  CK(y) and R  [[E0,E0], [E0,E0]].
Suppose a Sylow p-subgroup of L′j is nonabelian. If p  5 and K = E8(q), then there exists
only one such L′j . If p = 3 or p = 5 and K =E8(q), then CK(y) is given by [17, Tables 4.7.3A
and 4.7.3B]. Thus there exists only one such L′j , or p = 3 and CK(y) is given in Table 1 (with C
replaced by CK(y)), or p = 5, K =E8(q) and CK(y) = 〈SL5(q) ◦ SL5(q),5:5〉 with 5 | (q − ).
Case 2.2. Suppose p = 5, L′ = L′1 ◦L′2 with L′1 = L′2 = SL5(q) and E0  L′j for any j . Then
CL′(R) = Z(L′) = Z(R), and so D(By) contains a Sylow 5-subgroup of L′. Replacing R and
E0 by their projections on some L′j , we may suppose E0  L′j . Similarly, if p = 3, we may
suppose E0  L′j for some j .
Case 2.3. Suppose L′j is classical. By the note following (7.1), L′j is universal, or possibly
L′j =D±7 (q)/2 or A8(q)u/3. Applying the uniqueness of R given by Remark 6.2, we have that in
each case CJ ′j (R) = CJ ′j (E0). Since L′j  CK(y) J ′ and since CJ ′j (R) = CJ ′j (E0), it follows
by Lemma 3.1(c) that CCK(y)(R) = CCK(y)(E0) and so
CK(R)= CCK(y)(R) = CCK(y)
(
E0
)= CK(E0).
But R D, so Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B (with H =K).
Case 3. Suppose that H := K := 2B2(22a+1), 2G2(32a+1), 2F4(22a+1),G2(q), 3D4(q),
F4(q) or E
−
6 (q) with q ≡  mod 3, and B ∈ Blk(K). If p  5 or p = 3 but a  2, then Prop-
erty 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds. If p = 3 and a = 1, then Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup
(R,b) with R = 31+2+ , or Property 3.2(b) or (d) holds. If Property 3.2(b) holds, then K =G2(q),
p = 3, B = B0(K) and 3 ‖ (q − ) for some sign .
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classical. By the results of Section 6 each Bi satisfies one of Properties 3.2(a∗), (a), (b), (c)
or (d).
Case 3.1. If each Bi satisfies Property 3.2(d), then by Case 1, D = D(Bz) is abelian and B
satisfies Property 3.2(d).
Case 3.2. Suppose Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a∗) for some i. This happens whenever D(Bi) is
nonabelian and p  5 or p = 3 but a  2. By Case 2, Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B .
If p = 3 and a block Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a) but not (a∗), then Li = SLη(n, q)/Z with
3 ‖ (q − η) and n 4, where Z  Z(SLη(n, q)). By [17, Table 4.7.3A], this is impossible.
Case 3.3. Suppose Bi satisfies Property 3.2(b) or (c) for some i. Without loss of generality,
take i = 1. By Theorem 6.6, p = 3, L1 = SL1(3d1, q1)/Z for some Z  Z(SL1(3d1, q1)),
gcd(6, d1) = 1 and 3 ‖ (q1 − 1). By [17, Table 4.7.3A], (q1, 1) = (q, ) or (q2,1) and (K,C)
are given in Table 1, where L := SL3(q). In particular, B1 satisfies Property 3.2(b).
If K = G2(q) or 2F4(22m+1), then s = 1 and L = C and Bz = BL = B0(L), so B = B0(K)
with D = 31+2+ .
Suppose q2 = 22m+1 and K = 2F4(q2). By [22, Main Theorem], D contains a subgroup
R = 32 such that CK(R) = Zq2+1 × Zq2+1 and NK(R) = CK(R) · GL2(3). Thus each B-
subgroup (R,b) is stable and Property 3.2(a) holds.
Suppose K = G2(q). By [4, p. 675], we may take R3(K)/K = {1,3,3∗,Z3 × Z3,D} or
{1,3,3∗,D} as a representative set of R3(K) according as 3 = q −  or 3 = q − , where 3 =
Z(D), 3∗ is a subgroup of D which is non-conjugate to 3 and CK(Z3 × Z3) = T := Zq− ×
Zq− . In addition, EK(Z3 × Z3)=NK(T)/T =D12 = Z2 × S3. Thus in any case O3(EK(R))
is Sylow for each radical subgroup R. By Proposition 2.3(c), B is controlled with EK(D) =
Q8.2. But CK(Z(D)) = L , so Property 3.2(b) holds (with H =K).
Case 3.4. Let K = 3D4(q), so that C = Z 1
3 (q
2+q+1) × H , where H = 〈L, x〉 with x in-
ducing outer-diagonal automorphism of order 3 on L . So D = D(Bz) = Z3  Z3 ∈ Syl3(C) and
we may suppose D ∈ Syl3(G), where G = GL3(q) contains H . Let R = D ∩L = 31+2+ , so
that CK(Z(R)) = C. As shown in the proof of (6.7) there exists E0 :=E0G (R) satisfying (3.1)
such that
E0 H and CG (R)= CG
(
E0
)
.
If E1 =E0 ∩L , then NL (R)=E1 ,
NH (R)=E0 , and CH (R)= CH
(
E0
)= Z(L)= 3. (7.7)
So
CK(R)= CC(R)= Z(C)= Zq2+q+1 = CC
(
E0
)= CK(E0 )
and Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
Let b ∈ Blk(H) and B ∈ Blk(G) covering b , so that D(b)=D(B)∩H =D(B). Thus
D(b) ∈ Syl3(CG (t)) for some semisimple 3′-element t . In particular, D(b) is either abelian
with |D(b)| 9 and D(b)  L or D(b)=D = Z3  Z3.
Case 3.5. Suppose K = E−6 (q) or F4(q) and L1 = L , so that C = 〈L1 ◦ L2, x〉, where
L2 = L or SL3(q2), and x = x1x2 such that each xi induces outer-diagonal automorphism of
order 3 on Li . Let Ji = 〈Li, xi〉 and J = J1 ◦ J2.
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CK(R)= CC(R) = L2 and E1  L1 which centralizes CK(R). We may suppose E0 = 〈E1 , x1〉.
If (R,b) is a B-subgroup, then b ∈ Blk(L2) and NJ2(b)= J2 by the note of Case 3.4. Thus there
exists x′ ∈ NK(R,b) such that NK(R,b)  〈E1 , x′〉 ∼= E0 . It follows that (R,b) is stable and
Property 3.2(a) holds.
If K = E−6 (q) and L1 = SL3(q2), then L2 = L and a similar proof shows that Prop-
erty 3.2(a) holds for a B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ .
Case 4. Let 3 | (q − ), K = Ku = E6(q)u  M := K.3, B ∈ Blk(K) and BM ∈ Blk(M)
covering B . If p  5 or p = 3 but a  2, then Property 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds. If p = 3 and a = 1,
then Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ , or Property 3.2(d) holds.
Let D :=D(B) and m∗ := gcd(m,q − ).
If all Bi satisfy Property 3.2(d), then by Case 1, D(Bz) is abelian.
If some Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a∗), then each Li  CK(z) given by (7.1) is classical (or
abelian). By Case 2, Property 3.2(a∗) (with H := K) holds for B . Note this happens whenever
p  5 or p = 3 but a  2.
Case 4.1. If some Bi satisfies either Property 3.2(b) or (c), then p = 3 and C is given by
Table 1. A proof similar to that of Case 3.5 shows that Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup
(R,b) with R = 31+2+ .
Case 4.2. If some Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a), then by Proposition 6.1 and [17, Table 4.7.3A],
p = 3, a = 1, Li = SL5(q) or SL6(q) and L = SL2(q) ◦ SL5(q) ◦ (q − ) or L = SL6(q) ×
(q − ). As shown in proof (3) of Proposition 6.1 there exist R = 31+2+  D(Bi) and E1  Li
such that R = D(Bi), E1 satisfies (3.2), CJi (R) = CJi (E1) and property (a) holds for any Bi -
subgroup (R,bi). In particular, R D(Bz).
Let y be a generator of Z(R), and suppose CK(y) is given by (7.5). Each L′j in CK(y) is
classical. A proof similar to that of Cases 2.1 and 2.2 shows that we may suppose E1  L′j
for some j . Let (y,By)  (R,b) be B-subgroups, so that R  D(By) for some D(By) and
By covers a block B ′j of L′j . If L′j is not linear or unitary, then by Propositions 6.4 and 6.5,
Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B ′j (with K = L′j and H = J ′j ), and hence Property 3.2(a∗) holds
for B (with H =K).
Suppose L′j is linear or unitary. Then L′j = SL5(q), SL6(q) or CK(y) is given by Table 1.
Suppose L′j = SL5(q) or SL6(q) and let V be the underlying space of L′j . By proof (3) of
Proposition 6.1, V = [V,y] = [V,R] and dimV = 3d for some d with gcd(6, d) = 1, which is
impossible. Thus CK(y) is given by Table 1 and by Case 4.1, Property 3.2(a) holds for some
B-subgroup (R,b) (with H =K).
Now we prove the rest of Property 3.2(a) or (a∗) with H = M . Suppose (R,bM) is a BM -
subgroup covering (R,b) and CK(y) is given by (7.5).
Case 4.3. Suppose Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B-subgroups (R,b), so that CM(y)= CK(y) or
〈C,x〉 for some x ∈ M \ K . If CM(y) = CK(y), then CM(R) = CK(R) = CK(E0) = CM(E0)
and Property 3.2(a∗) holds.
Suppose CM(y) = 〈L′T ′, x〉 for some x ∈ M \K , so that x induces inner-diagonal automor-
phism on each L′i . Thus x = x1x2 · · ·xs′x′0. Replacing J ′i by 〈J ′i , xi〉 in the proof Case 2 with
some obvious modifications, we have that Property 3.2(a∗) holds (with H :=M).
Case 4.4. Suppose p = 3. By [17, Table 4.7.3A],
CM(y)=
〈
SL(q)× SL(q) ◦ SL(q),3:3:1,1:3:3〉, (SL(q) ◦2∗ (q − )).(3 × 2∗),3 3 3 6
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(mod 9)) with 2∗ = 1 or 2∗ according as  = − or +, or (SL2(q) × SL5(q)) ◦ (q − ).(2∗ × 3)
(when q ≡  (mod 9)).
Suppose CM(y)= 〈SL3(q)×SL3(q)◦SL3(q), t, x〉, so that L′ = SL3(q)×SL3(q)◦SL3(q),
T ′ = 〈t〉  K , where t induces 3:3:3 on L′, and x ∈ M \ K induces 1:3:3 on L′. Let L′i =
SL3(q)  Gi := GL3(q), t = t1t2t3, x = x1x2x3 with ti and xi centralizing L′j when i = j . In
addition, let Hi = 〈L′i , ti , xi〉, so that Hi  Gi . Let S = Zq− × Zq−  SL3(q) be a maximal
torus, and S × S ◦3 S  L′. Since CGL3(q)(S) = Zq− × Zq− × Zq− is a maximal torus, it
follows that A := CM(S × S ◦3 S) is abelian such that A ∩ K ∼= Z6q− is a maximal torus of K
and A/(A∩K) = Z3. In particular, we may suppose t, x ∈ A and CM(y) = L′A with abelian A
and L′ CM(y).
Similarly, if CM(y) = (SL6(q) × (q − )).6∗, Spin+8 (q) ◦2 ((q − ) × (q − )).(2∗ × 6∗),
Spin10(q) ◦ (q − ).(6∗ × 2∗ ) or (SL2(q) × SL5(q)) ◦ (q − ).6∗, then A  CM(y) and so
CM(y) = L′A with abelian A and L′  CM(y), and A induces inner-diagonal automorphisms
on each L′i .
A proof similar to that of Case 3.5 with LT replaced by L′A and some modifications
shows that Property 3.2(a) holds. Moreover, if D(b)D(bM) for some D(b) and D(bM), then
[D(bM):D(b)] = 3.
Case 4.5. Now we prove the rest of Property 3.2(d). Suppose Property 3.2(d) holds for each
Bi and suppose DM ∩ K = D for some DM = D(BM), so that D(BJi ) is abelian and so is
D(Bz)=D(BJ )∩C.
Suppose p = 3, z ∈ D with |z| = 9 and zZ(K) ∈ Z(D/Z(K)). By [17, Table 4.7.3A],
9 | (q − ) and CM(z) = Spin10(q)◦ (q − ).(6∗ ×2∗ ) or (SL2(q)×SL5(q))◦ (q − ).6∗. In this
case, CM/Z(K)(zZ(K)) is also given by [17, Table 4.7.3A], and we have CK/Z(K)(zZ(K)) =
CK(z)/Z(K). Thus D/Z(K)  CK(z)/Z(K) and D  CK(z). In particular, z ∈ Z(D) and we
may suppose (z,Bz) is major.
Thus for any odd prime p, we may suppose D = D(Bz) and D is abelian. If p  5, then
DM =D. Suppose p = 3. Then CM(z) is given by Case 4.4 with CM(y) replaced by CM(z). Let
(z,BMz) be a BM -element such that BMz covers Bz and D =D(BMz)∩CK(z) for some D(BMz).
A proof similar to that of Cases 1 and 4.4 shows that D(BMz) is abelian and [D(BMz):D] = 3.
Since M/K ∼= Z3, it follows that DM =D(BMz) and hence Property 3.2(d) holds for B .
Case 5. Let K := E7(q)u M K.2, B ∈ Blk(K) and BM ∈ Blk(M) covering B . If p  5
or p = 3 but a  2, then Property 3.2(a∗) or (d) holds (with H = M). If p = 3 and a = 1, then
Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ , or Property 3.2(d) holds (with
H =M).
Again let D := D(B) and m∗ := gcd(m,q − ). Then z ∈ Z(D) and (z,Bz) is major. Each
Li is either classical or Li =Eη6 (q)u. By Theorem 6.6 and Case 4, each Bi satisfies property (a),
(a∗), (b), (c) or (d).
If all Bi satisfy Property 3.2(d), then by Case 1, D = D(Bz) is abelian. Since M/K  2 and
p is odd, it follows that D(BM) is abelian. Thus Property 3.2(d) holds.
Suppose first M = K . If some Bi satisfies either Property 3.2(b) or (c), then p = 3 and C is
given by Table 1. A proof similar to that of Case 3.5 shows that Property 3.2(a) holds for some
B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ .
Suppose some Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a∗). A proof similar to that of Case 2 with some
modifications shows that B satisfies Property 3.2(a∗).
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with R = p1+2+ . Suppose Li is not classical, so that Li = E6(q)u. By Case 4 and [17, Table
4.7.3A], p = 3, 3 ‖ (q − ), Li = L1 and
CK(z) = L1 ◦ (q − ).gcd(q − 1,3)= (L1 ◦ 3).gcd(q − 1,3)× 13 (q − ).
If Z(R)= 〈y〉, then y is a commutator in R and so y ∈ L1. As shown in Case 4.2 y /∈Z(L1) and
CL1(y) is given by Table 1. So CK(y) is also given by Table 1. Now a proof similar to that of
Case 3.5 shows that Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ .
If Li is classical, then a proof similar to that of Case 4.2 with some modifications shows that B
satisfies Property 3.2(a∗) or (a) with R = 31+2+ , and in the latter case, CK(y) is given by Table 1.
Case 5.2. If q is even, then K = M . Suppose q is odd and M = K.2. We prove the rest
of Property 3.2(a) or (a∗) with H = M = K.2. Suppose (R,bM) is a BM -subgroup covering
(R,b).
If p  5, then a proof similar to that of Case 4.3 shows that Property 3.2(a∗) holds. If p = 3,
then a proof similar to that of Case 4.4 shows that Property 3.2(a∗) or (a) holds.
Case 6. Suppose K := H := E8(q). If p  5 or p = 3 but a  2, then Property 3.2(a∗) or (d)
holds. If p = 3 and a = 1, then Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ ,
or Property 3.2(d) holds.
In this case (z,Bz) is a major subsection and each Li is either classical or given by Cases 4
or 5. Thus each Bi satisfies property (a), (a∗), (b), (c) or (d). If all Bi satisfy Property 3.2(d), then
by Case 1, D =D(Bz) is abelian.
If some Bi satisfies either Property 3.2(b) or (c), then p = 3 and C is given by Table 1.
A proof similar to that of Case 3.5 shows that Property 3.2(a) holds for some B-subgroup (R,b)
with R = 31+2+ .
Suppose some Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a∗). A proof similar to that of Case 2 with some
modifications shows that B satisfies Property 3.2(a∗).
Suppose some Bi satisfies Property 3.2(a) (but not (a∗)) for some B-subgroup (R,b) with
R = p1+2+ . A proof similar to that of Case 5.1 shows that B satisfies Property 3.2(a∗) or (a) with
R = 31+2+ , and in the latter case CK(Z(R)) is given by Table 1.
Case 7. Suppose K = Ku/Z for some Z  Z(Ku) with Z = 1. Then Ku = E6(q) with
3 | (q − ) or Ku =E7(q) with 2 | (q−1). Take Hu to be an extension M of Ku given in Cases 4
or 5.
Let B ∈ Blk(K) and BH ∈ Blk(H) covering B . Take Bu ∈ Blk(Ku) dominating B and BHu ∈
Blk(Hu) dominating BH , so that BHu covers Bu. Then Property 3.2(a∗), (a) or (d) holds for Bu.
If Property 3.2(d) holds for Bu, then D(Bu) and D(BHu) are both abelian and so are D(B)
and D(BH ).
If Property 3.2(a∗) holds for Bu and Z is a p′-group, then applying a proof similar to that of
Case 2.1 of Theorem 6.6, we have that Property 3.2(a∗) holds for B .
If Property 3.2(a) holds for Bu, then applying a proof similar to that of Case 2.2 of Theo-
rem 6.6 with Z  Z(Ku) and with some obvious modifications, we have that Property 3.2(a)
holds for B . 
Lemma 7.2. Let G be a quasisimple group such that G/Z(G) is alternating or of Lie type and
G is an exceptional cover. Let p be an odd prime and B ∈ Blk(G) with a defect group D. Then
B is controlled if and only if D is abelian or
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{(
3A6,31+2+
)
,
(
3A7,31+2+
)
,
(
SL3(4),31+2+
)
,
(
G2(4),31+2+
)}
,
where Z0 = Op′(Z(G)). In addition, B is non-controlled if and only if there exists a stable B-
subgroup (R,b) with R = 31+2+ or 32.
Proof. We must consider the cases G/Z(G) ∼= PSL2(4), A6 = PSL2(9), A7, PSL3(2), PSL3(4),
PSU4(3), PSU6(2), 2B2(8), Ω7(2), Ω7(3), Ω+8 (2), G2(3), G2(4), F4(2) and 2E6(2).
Suppose D is nonabelian, so that p = 3 as p is odd. Write Y = YZ0/Z0 for Y  G. Let
G ∈ {3A6,3A7,SL3(4),G2(4)}, so that D = 31+2+ ∈ Sylp(G). Since EG(R,b)EG(R) for any
B-subgroup (R,b), it follows by Proposition 2.3(c) that it suffices to show that O3(EG(R)) ∈
Syl3(EG(R)) for any R ∈ R3(G) with R < D. But O3(EG(R)) = 1 when R = Z3, so we may
suppose R = Z3 × Z3. If G = 3A7, then R /∈ R3(G). If G = 3A7, then EG(R) ∼= S3. So B is
controlled.
If D is nonabelian and G /∈ {3A6,3A7,SL3(4),G2(4)}, then
G/Z(G) ∈ {PSU4(3),PSU6(2),Ω7(2),Ω7(3),Ω+8 (2),G2(3),F4(2), 2E6(2)}.
First we show that there exists R D such that R = 32 or 31+2+ , R ∩ Z(G) = 1 and EG(R) 
Λ :=Op′(Out(R)) = SL2(p). By (2.3), we may suppose Z0 = 1.
By the proof Case 1.1 of Theorem 6.6, there exists a subgroup R = 32  SL3(3) such that
ESL3(3)(R)Λ. Since 3 × SL3(3) 3G2(3) 3Ω7(3) and since D ∈ Syl3(G), it follows that
there exists such a subgroup R in G whenever G ∈ {3G2(3),3Ω7(3)}. If G = 32PSU4(3), then
D ∈ Syl3(G) and there exists (cf. Case 1.1 of Theorem 6.6)
R = 31+2+  32.31+4+ · 2S4 G
such that R ∩Z(G) = 1, CPSU4(3)(RZ(G)/Z(G)) = 31+2+ , CG(R) = 33, and EG(R)Λ. Note
that if G= 3PSU4(3), then we can take the same R and still get EG(R)Λ.
Suppose G ∈ {3PSU6(2) = SU6(2),Ω7(2),Ω+8 (2),F4(2),3E−6 (2)a = 2E6(2)u}. By Propo-
sitions 6.1, 6.3, 6.4 and Cases 3 and 4, there exists R = 31+2+ D such that EG(R)Λ.
Now we show that there exists a subgroup Q such that R Q  D, NG(R)  NG(Q) and
CG(Q) = Z0 × Z(Q). Then applying Lemma 3.4(b), we have that NG(R,b) = NG(R) for any
B-subgroup (R,b) and so (R,b) is stable.
Since NG(R)NG(Q) for some Q ∈ R3(G), it suffices to show that CG(Q) = Z0 ×Z(Q)
for any nonabelian Q ∈ R3(G). By (2.3), we may suppose Z0 = 1. If the defining charac-
teristic of G/Z(G) is 3, then NG/Z(G)(Q/Z(G)) is a parabolic subgroup of G/Z(G) and so
CG(Q)Q.
If G = Ω7(2) or Ω+8 (2) and H = SO7(2) or SO+8 (2), then (nonabelian) Q ∈ R3(G) if
and only if Q ∈ R3(H). For any H ∈ {SU6(2),SO7(2),SO+8 (2),Sp6(2)} radical subgroups
of H are given by [3, (2C), (2D)] and so CH(Q)  Q for any nonabelian Q ∈ R3(H). Thus
CG(Q)Q.
Let z ∈ Z(Q) such that z induces an automorphism of order 3 on G. If G = F4(2), then
CG(z) = 〈SU3(2)◦SU3(2), x〉 or CG(z) ∼= 3×Sp6(2), where x induces inner-diagonal automor-
phism of order 3 on each SU3(2). If G= 2E6(2)u, then CG(z) = 〈SU3(2)×SU3(2)◦SU3(2),w〉,
3×3×Ω+8 (2) or 3×SU6(2), where w induces inner-diagonal automorphism of order 3 on each
SU3(2). Note that SU3(2) = 31+2+ · Q8 and CGU (2)(31+2+ ) = 3. As shown above, CG(P )  P3
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nonabelian Q ∈ R3(G) whenever G= F4(2) or 2E6(2).
In all cases EG(R,b)=EG(R)Λ and (R,b) is stable. 
8. Sporadic groups
Proposition 8.1. Let G be a quasisimple group such that G/Z(G) is a sporadic simple group
and let p be an odd prime. Suppose B is a block of G with a defect group D. Then B is non-
controlled if and only if there exists a stable B-subgroup (R,b) with R = p1+2+ or p2. In addition,
B is controlled if and only if one of the following holds.
(a) D is abelian or D is a nonabelian TI subgroup. In the latter case
(G,D) ∈ {(McL,51+2+ ), (3McL,51+2+ ), (J4,111+2+ )}.
(b) The pair (G/Z0,D) is given in the set {(3M22,31+2+ ), (J2,31+2+ ), (J3,32.31+2+ ), (3J3,
3.32.31+2+ ), (Co3,51+2+ ), (Co2,51+2+ ), (Co1,31+2+ ), (HS,51+2+ ), (3Suz,31+2+ ), (3O ′N,
31+2+ ), (3O ′N,31+4+ ), (3Fi′24,3
1+2+ )}, where Z0 =O2(Z(G)).
Proof. Let (D,bD) be a Sylow B-subgroup, N := NG(D,bD) and Z = Z(G). Suppose D is
nonabelian. The blocks with noncyclic defect groups of G are listed in [6, Table 1]. If p2 is a
factor of |G|, then the numbers of nontrivial radical subgroups of G are listed in [28, Table 1]
(with a typo when G=McL and p = 5).
Case 1. By [10, Proposition 1.3] and Example 2.7, the blocks given in (a) with D = p1+2+
have TI defect groups and they are controlled.
If (G,D) ∈ {(3M22,31+2+ ), (3Suz,31+2+ ), (3O ′N,31+2+ ), (3Fi′24,31+2+ )}, then Z = 3, B dom-
inates a 3-block B of G/Z with abelian defect groups. Thus B is controlled and by (2.5), B is
controlled.
Suppose (G,D) /∈ {(3M22,31+2+ ), (3Suz,31+2+ ), (3O ′N,31+2+ ), (3Fi′24,31+2+ )} and (G,D) is
given in part (b) with O2(Z) = 1. Then there exists a radical subgroup R(G) of G such that
Op(G) < R(G) <D. (8.1)
Write R =R(G). Then R,CG(R) and NG(R) are given in Table 2.
If R/Op(Z) has order p, then CG(R) and NG(R) can be found in [17, Section 5.3]. If G =
3O ′N and R = 31+2+ , then CG(R) and NG(R) are given in [12, p. 132]. Note that R is the only
radical subgroup satisfying (8.1), except when G = J2 and Co1, in which cases R = Z(D) = 3
or 3∗, where 3∗ is the radical subgroup of J2 and Co1 generated by an element of D with type
3B and 3D, respectively. Note also that B = B0(G) if and only if G = Co1.
If G = Co1, then B = B0(G), NG(R,b) = NG(R) for any B-subgroup (R,b) and by Ta-
ble 2, Op(EG(R)) is Sylow. Since Op(G)  Z, it follows by Proposition 2.3(c), that B is
controlled.
If G = Co1, then EG(R) is a 2-group. But EG(R,b)  EG(R), so O3(EG(R,b)) is Sylow
and B is controlled.
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Non-central proper radical subgroups of some sporadic simple groups.
G R CG(R)R NG(R)
3M22 32 32 × 22 (32 × 22).S3
J2 3 3A6 3A6.2
J2 3∗ 3 ×A4 S3 ×A4
J3 3 3 ×A6 (3 ×A6) · 2
3J3 32 32 ×A6 (32 ×A6) · 2
Co3 5 5 ×A5 (5 ×A5).4
Co2 5 5 × S5 5 · 4 × S5
Co1 3 3Suz 3Suz.2
Co1 3∗ 3 ×A9 S3 ×A9
HS 5 5 ×A5 5 · 4 ×A5
3O ′N 31+2+ 31+2+ ×A6 (31+2+ · 4 ×A6).2
Table 3
Stable B0-subgroups (R,b) of some sporadic groups 2G.
G K R CG(R) N2G(R) Reference
Suz 35 ·M11 32 35 2 × 35 · GL2(3) [12]
3Suz 36.M11 32 36 6 × 35 · GL2(3) [12]
Co1 36 · 2M12 32 32 × 34 · 23 (2 × 32 × 34 · 23).GL2(3) [12]
Fi22 31+6+ .23+4 · 32 · 2 32 32 × 31+2+ (2 × 32 × 31+2+ ).GL2(3) [12]
3Fi22 3.31+6+ .23+4 · 32 · 2 32 34 (2 × 34 · SL2(3)).2 [12]
B 31+8+ .21+6− .U4(2).2 32 34.33 · 2 (2 × (34.33 · 2) · SL2(3)).2 [27]
B 53.L3(5) 52 52.51+2+ (2 × 52.51+2+ ).GL2(5) [12]
Case 2. Suppose Z = 1 and B = B0(G).
Suppose G is a group listed in the first column of Table 3 or the first and fifth column of
Table 4. Then the second column of Table 3 and the second and sixth columns of Table 4 list a
subgroup K of G. The third column of Table 3, and third and seventh columns of Table 4 list a
p-subgroup R of K such that EK(R)  Op
′
(Out(R)) = SL2(p). By Lemma 3.4(a), EK(R) 
EG(R) and so (R,B0(CG(R))) is a stable B-subgroup.
In Table 3, R is a subgroup of Op(K), CG(R) is given in the third column, and the centralizer
C2G(R) of R in the 2-covering group 2G is equal to 2 × CG(R) and the normalizer N2G(R) is
given in the fifth column of the table. Here R is identified with the Sylow p-subgroup of the full
preimage of R in 2G.
The 6th column of Table 3 and the 4th and the 8th columns of Table 4 list references.
Case 3. Suppose Z = 1 and B = B0(G). Then p = 3, D = 31+2+ and G ∈ {J4,Co1,M}. If
G= Co1, then by Case 1, B is controlled.
Suppose G= M. Let M = (32 ·2×O+8 (3)).S4 be a maximal subgroup of G and R =O2(M),
so that CG(R) = 32 ×O+8 (3) and NG(R) = M . Thus EG(R) ∼= 2S4 = GL2(3). If (R,b) is a B-
subgroup, then b is non-principal. But CG(R) has a unique non-principal block, so NG(R,b) =
NG(R), EG(R,b)=EG(R) and (R,b) is stable.
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Stable B0-subgroups (R,b) of some sporadic groups G.
G K R Reference G K R Reference
M12 32 · GL2(3) 32 [12] M24 M12 32 [12]
J4 M24 32 [12] Co3 U4(3) 31+2+ [12]
Co2 U4(3) 31+2+ [12] McL U4(3) 31+2+ [12]
3McL 32+4.2S5 31+2+ [12] He (32 × 22).GL2(3) 32 [5]
Ly 3McL 31+2+ [12] Ru 32 · GL2(3) 32 [8]
Fi23 3Fi22 32 [12] Fi′24 Fi23 32 [12]
3Fi′24 Fi23 32 [12] HN M12 32 [12]
T h SL3(3)(G2(3)) 32 [12] M T h 32 [12]
Co1 51+2+ · GL2(5) 51+2+ [12] Ly 53.L3(5) 52 [12]
Ru 52 · GL2(5) 52 [12] HN 52.51+2+ .4A5 52 [12]
T h 52 · GL2(5) 52 [12] M T h 52 [12]
He 72 · SL2(7) 72 [12] O ′N L3(7) 72 [12]
Fi′24 He 72 [12] M He 72 [12]
M 132 · SL2(13).4 132 [12]
Suppose G= J4. As shown in [9] D has a unique proper radical subgroup R = 32 such that
CG(R) = 32 × 23 and NG(R)=
(
32 · 2 × 23).S4.
Thus EG(R) = 2S4 = GL2(3). We may take D ∈ Syl3(NG(R)), so that
CG(D)= 3 × 2 and NG(D)=
(
31+2+ · 8 × 2
) · 2.
Thus bD is the only non-principal block of CG(D) and so NG(D) =NG(D,bD).
Now NG(D) has at least two conjugacy classes of subgroups of order 3, one central and one
non-central, but G has only one, so B is non-controlled. If (R,b)  (D,bD), then by Propo-
sition 2.3(c), a Sylow 3-subgroup of EG(R,b) is non-normal and hence EG(R,b)  SL2(3)
as SL2(3) is the only such proper subgroup of GL2(3). Since NG(R) ∩ NG(D)  NG(R,b), it
follows that NG(R,b)=NG(R), EG(R,b)=EG(R) and (R,b) is stable.
Case 4. Suppose Z = 1. If Z is a p′-group, then DZ/Z = D and by (2.3), D is a radical
subgroup of G/Z. If Z = Op(Z), then Z D and D/Z is a defect group of the block of G/Z
dominated by B . If  is a prime factor of |Z|, then = 2 or 3.
Suppose Z =O3(Z) = Z3. Then
G/Z ∈ {M22, J3,McL,Suz,O ′N,F i22,F i′24}.
Since D is nonabelian, it follows that D/Z is noncyclic. Let Blk+(G) be the subset of Blk(G)
consisting of all blocks with noncyclic defect groups.
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If G/Z ∈ {Suz,O ′N,F i′24}, then Blk+(G) = {B0(G),B1(G)} with defect group D(B1(G)) =
31+2+ . By Case 1 each B1(G) is a controlled block.
If G/Z ∈ {M22, J3,O ′N} and B = B0(G), then G ∈ {3M22,3J3,3O ′N} and by Case 1, B is
controlled. If G/Z ∈ {McL,Suz,F i22,F i′24} and B = B0(G), then take R to be the p-subgroup
of G given in the third column of Tables 3 and 4. Then (R,B0(CG(R))) is a stable B-subgroup.
Suppose O2(Z) = 1 and set Z0 = O2(Z). Let η : G → G/Z0 be the natural map and write
L = η(L) for any L  G. Let B be a block of G covering a non-principal block f ∈ Blk(Z0).
Then
G ∈ {M12,3M22, J2,Co1,HS,Suz,3Suz,Ru,F i22,3Fi22,B}.
Suppose G ∈ {M12,Co1, Suz,3Suz,Ru,F i22,3Fi22,B}, so that Z0 = Z2. Let R be the sub-
group of G given in the third column of Table 3, or in the third or seventh column of Table 4. We
may suppose R G and so RZ0 =R ×Z0. If P =Op(CG(R)), then CCG(R)(P )= Z0 ×Z(P )
and so CG(R) contains exactly two blocks, the principal block and another block bR cover-
ing f . By uniqueness, NG(R,bR) = NG(R) and by (2.3), NG(R)/Z0 = NG(R), EG(R,bR) =
EG(R) =EG(R) and (R,bR) is stable.
Suppose G ∈ {3M22, J2,HS}. Let R = R(G) be a non-central proper radical subgroup of G
given in the second column of Table 2 and view R as a subgroup of G. By (2.3), EG(R) =
EG(R) and EG(R) has a normal Sylow p-subgroup. Thus Op(EG(R,b)) is Sylow for any b ∈
Blk(CG(R)) and B is controlled.
Suppose Z = O3(Z) and p = 3. Then (G,p) ∈ {(3McL,5), (3O ′N,7), (3Fi′24,7)} and B
covers a non-principal block f of Z with D = p1+2+ . If G = 3McL, then by Case 1, B is con-
trolled. If G = 3O ′N or 3Fi′24, then take R = 72 to be the radical subgroup of G/Z given
by Table 4. Apply the same proof as above with Z0 replaced by Z. We have that B is non-
controlled. 
Example 8.2.
(a) Let p = 7, G = Fi′24 and B = B0(G). Then D(B) = 71+2+ and B is non-controlled. Thus
there exist no stable B-subgroups (71+2+ , b).
(b) Let p = 3, G = 3McL and B = B0(G). Then B is non-controlled and there exist no stable
B-subgroups (32, b).
Part (a) is clear. A direct computation shows that B := B0(3McL) has no stable B-subgroups
(32, b).
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Let G be a finite quasisimple group and B a p-block of G
with p odd. If G is an exceptional cover, then results follow by Lemma 7.2. Suppose G is a
non-exceptional cover. If G/Z(G) is alternating, then the results follow by Proposition 4.2 and a
proof similar to that of Case 1.3 of Theorem 6.6. If G/Z(G) is classical, then the results follows
by Theorem 6.6 and the proof (4) of Proposition 6.1. For G/Z(G) an exceptional group of Lie
type see Theorem 7.1. If G/Z(G) is sporadic, then see Proposition 8.1. The rest of Theorem 1.2
follows by Proposition 2.3. 
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